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Abstract 

A specification of the Primal Simplex algorithm for the minimal cost flow 

problem in a processing network is presented in which the basis structure 

is exploited. In a processing network three types of processes are dis-

tinguished: transportation-, refining- and blending processes. Each process 

can be represented bya single column of the coefficient matrix. The steps 

of the Simplex algorithm can partly be done by graph theoretic means as 

for pure networks and partly by using the inverse of a working basis which 

is of the size equal to the number of basic refining and blending processes. 
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1. Introduc tion 

Characteristic for a processing neowork problem are the following proper-

ties: 

- conservation of flow in nodes and on arcs 

- capacity bounds on arcs 

- there is a non-empty subset of the node set such that for each node 

in that set the flows_on the outgoing arcs or on the incoming arcs are 

proportional to each other. 

Problems of this kind arise in process industry where refining processes 

(some commodity splits up in several components in given proportions) and 

blending processes (several components are blended in given proportions) 

play an important role. There is a whole range of problems which can be 

cast into a processing network fitting, for instance, input-output type 

of problems (Schaefer [16]), but in fact all linear programming problems 

(Keene [13]). 

Empirical resul ts from the las t decade sh.ow that specifications of the 

Primal Simplex algorithm for pure, generalized and multicommodity neowork 

flow problems, e.g. [1,3,5,6,8], in which the basis structure is exploited 

yield a significant reduction of both computer time and storage requir~ 

ments over standard LP-techniques. Since processing networks are closely 

related to the mentioned type of problems this knowledge gives sufficient 

motivation for the development of specifications of the Primal Simplex 

algorithm for processing neoworks as well. 

The solution procedure developed for the min cost flow problem in a pro

cessing neowork is much in the same spirit as procedures developed by 

Hartman & Lasdon [8], Klingman & Russell [11], Chen & Saigal [4] and 
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Hultz & Klingman [10J for other (constrained.) network flow problems. 

The next two chapters briefly discuss some concepts defined and results 

obtained in Koene [12]. 

2. Problem statement 

Consider a directed and connected graph G(N,A) in which N is the set of 

nodes and A the set of arcs (i,j), i,j E N. The number of nodes in N is n. 

Three types of nodes are distinguished: 

(a) Refining nodes. These are nodes with. two or more outgoing arcs. The 

flows on the outgoing arcs are required to be proportional to each 

other. 

(b) Blending nodes. These nodes have two or more incoming arcs. Flows on 

the incoming ar'cs are proportional to each other. 

(c) Transponation nodes. All other nodes. 

In all nodes i € N and on all arcs (i,j) E A conservation of flow is as-' 

sumed. The set of refining nodes is denoted by RN, the set of blending 

nodes by BN and the set of transportation nodes by TN. The set PN :-

RN IJ BN is called the set of ppoaessing nodes. A network wi tb one or more 

processing nodes is called pPOces8ing net:lJ1o'l'k. 

The outgoing arcs of refining nodes and the incomin.g. arcs of blending 

nodes are called ppocess:irig apcs. All other arcs are called tPan8poptation 

aPcs. 

For ease of exposition the following two assumptions are ma.de: 

J. RN n BN .. + , or in words: a node cannot have both refining requirements 

on outgoing arcs and blending reqllirements on incoming arcs. Denote the 
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set of outgoing arcs of a refining node i (or incoming arcs of blending 

node i) by PA(i). The number of arcs in PA(i) is called the order of 

processing node (or process) i and is denoted by m •• 
l. 

2. PA(i) n PA(j) - , if i and j are distinct processing nodes. In words: 

Some arc (i~j) cannot be a processing arc of both refining node i and 

blending node j. 

These assumptions are not restrictive: by introducing dummy transportation 

nodes and transportation arcs, any processing network can be cast into this 

fi tting. In proving the resul ts of Koene r:t 2 I at several places these as-

sumptions are used. Howev:er, it is stressed, without proving it here, 

that the' . general ideas of this paper remain valid if the two assumptions 

are dropped. 

In drawing diagramS of processing networks it is convenient to distinguish 

the three types of nodes. Processing nodes will be presented as in fig •. 1; 

transportation nodes are given by a simple circle. The proportionality 

coefficients are given by the ci.;~'s; their meaning is obvious from fig.l. 
l.J 

(a) (b) 

'Fig~ 1. (a) Refining node i (b) blending node 1; 
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The minimal cost flow problem in a processing network can be formulated as: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

" 

(5) 

\" x •• - 2 x •. == b.; i e: N 
l. l.J Jl. 1. j€A(i) jeB(i) 

.,'" 

tlij x. 
a .. 1r 

l.r 

·<1ji X 1-' • -
<1ri. 

rl. 

x .. = 0, . i € RN, r E A(i), iE A(i) - {r} , 
1J 

-
x •• = 0,. - i e BN, r -e: BU), j EB(i) - {r}-~, 

]"1 

'(i .) € A • ,J 

In this formulation x .. denotes the flow level on arc (i,j) € A. 
1J 

The sets A(i) and B(i) are defined as: 

A(i) :- {j € N (i,j) e A} 

B(i) := {j € N (j,i) e A} 

Constraints (2) are the conservation of flow equations in which b. denotes 
1 

the (external) demand or supply in node i. The refining requirements are 

given by (3). The <1 .• 's satisfy: 0 < <1 .• < 1 , j 10 A(i) , i E RN.and 
1J l.J 

'1- <1 .. '" 1 , i.E RN. For each refining node i an outgoing arc (i,r) is 
jEA(i)l.J· 
selected and the flow levels x .. , j € A(i} - {r} are expressed in terms of 

1J 

x .. Arc (i,r) is called the rep~8entative aPC of processing node i. 1r 

Similarly equations (4) describe the blending requirements. Finally, 

capacity bounds are given by (5). 
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Formulation (l) - (5). sboW& that the prob lem can be regarded as a pure 

network flow problem with L (m. -1) additional linear constraints. 
iePN 1. 

Therefore Chen and Saigal' s algori.thm [4] could be applied requiring a 

working basis of size r (m. - 1) (recall 
iEPN l. 

in the sequel a solution procedure will be 

that m. ~ 2~V i € PN). However, 
1. 

developed with a working basis 

of size q, q varying in size with 0 S q S L 1, which is usually much 
iePN 

smaller than L (m. - 1) • 
iePN J. 

A compact formulation of the min cost flow problem is obtained if the 

expressions for x., in (3) and x •. in (4) are substituted into (2). Then 
l.J Jl. . .,. 

eaCh refining process and each blending process is represented by a single 

column in the resulting coefficient matrix D. D has n rows and each row i 

of D can be identified by node i of the network. In this setting it seems 

natural to say that each column of D describes some kind of process. 

" Three types of processes (columns).are distinguished (refining and blen-' 

ding processes will be denoted by their associated processing node). 

(a) Refining proceS8es. The elements in column i are l/a. in row i and 
1r 

-a'kfa. in row k for every k e A(i) and i € RN. All other elements 
J. J.r . 

are zero. 

(b) BZe~ng proce8ses. The elements in column i are ~t/a . in row i and rJ. 

~ .fa . in row k, k € B(i), i e BN. Other elements in the column are 
1(1 rl. 

zero. 

(c) TPanSportation processes. Column (i,j) has a + 1 in row i and a - ] 

in row j. All other elements in the column are zero. 

Matrix D has the following properties: 

- the column sum of eaCh column in D is zero. 

- if there are more than one negative (positive) elements in some column 

of D then there is only one positive (negative)' element. 
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Note that a column vector as meant under (a) and (b) has a unique repre-

sentation except for some scaling factor (this scaling factor depends on 

the choice made for the representative arc). In the rest of this paper 

it is assumed that all columns of D are scaled such that the only positive 

(resp. negative) element in a column is equal to 1 (resp. -1). So a re-

fining column has entries +1 in row i and -aik in row k € A(i). A blending 

column i has entries -] in row i and ~i in row k € B(i). 

A network interpretation of a refining column or blending column can of 

course still be given. Associated with refining or blending process i is 

the set of arcs PA(i) which is obvious from the fact that a vector 

'1' [1,-a1,-a2, ••• ,-aR.'O ••• O] can be written as : 

1 l 1 1 

-at -1 

-a2 -1 

(6) • = + a2 + ••• + at at 
-a t -1 

° · • 

° 
The solution procedure uses the compact formulation: 

(7) minimize c'x , 

(8) Dx = b , 

(9) 
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The dual problem of (7) - (9) is given by: 

(10) maximize b''II' + t'y "'" u'o 

(II) '11'. -
1 

'11'. + y .. -0 •• '5. c.. ~ (i ,j) E' TP 
J 1J 1J l.J 

'11'. -, ~ ex •• '11'. + y. ~ o. s c. i €RP , 
1 1J J 1 1 1 

, 
j€A(i) 

(12) 

-'II' • + ~ ex •• '11', + y ..... o. s c· i € BP , 
1 J1 J 1 1 -1 

JEB(i) 
(13) 

(14) y,Q- ::! 0 

where TP denotes the set of transportation processes, RP the set of refi-' 

ning processes and BP the set of blending processes. 

3. Basis structure 

Referring to the compact formulation (7) - (9) this chapter hriefly dis-

cusses the basis ~c'ture, in a processing network. Proofs.: are omitted 

and can be found in Koene [12]. 

A non-restrictive assumption made is that graph G (N,;TP) - tn~t,'is the 

graph with N as node set and all transportation'arcs (processes)-as arc 

set - is connected. Under this assumption the rank of matrix D is (n - 1). 

Let B denote a hasis matrix •. It is assumed that one slack (unit) column 

is added to the (n -1) hasic columns to make B a square matrix of order n. 

Let the number of refining and h1ending columns in B be given by q. Then B 

can be partitioned as: 

(14) B = [BT'~] 

where ,B T is a nx (n - q) matrix denoting the transportation processes (in

cluding the slack column) and ~ a n x q matrix representing the refining 

and blending processes. 
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With matrix B corresponds a subnetwork of G(N,A) called the basis ~aph • 

The node set of the basis graph is N. The arc s~t consists 'of the· transpor

tation arcs associated with BT plus the arcs in PA(i), i € Bp (confirm (6». 

This definition of the basis graph is slightly different from the one given 

in Keene [12]. Next the structure of the basis graph is explained. 

Consider the graph consisting of the node set N and the transportation 

arcs associated with matrix BT• From the theory of pure neONorks it fol-

lows that this graph cannot contain any cycle. In fact this graph consists 

of (q +1) connected components, called the transportation trees, because 

each of those components must have a tree structure. A transportation tree 

.may cons is t of a single (processing) lnode. Suppose that from each set PA(i) 

i ; Bp a representative arc is chosen. It can be proved that the represen

tative arcs can be-chosen in such a way that the basic transportation arcs 

plus these representative arcs form the arc set of a spanning tree in G(N,A). 

This tree is called the pepresentative spanning tree (rs-tree for short). 

One can consider the added slack column to denote the root of this span

ning tree. The conclusion is that the basis graph consists of the rooted 

rs-tree plus the (mi - 1) non-representative arcs of each set PA(i) ,i € Bp. 

Example. Fig. 2 denotes a basis graph. There are two refining processes. 

Only process 3 is basic. Note that :there are two transportation trees. The 

rs-tree is drawn with heavy lines. From the diagram it is clear that the 

rs-tree need not be unique. 
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Fig.2 A basis graph 

The structure of the basis graph implies that matrix B can be written as: 

(15) B == T • P , 

where T is the matrix representation of the rs-tree. Provided the first 

(n - q) columns of T are identical to those of ~ in (14) P can be wri tten ' 

as: 

(16) P - [: :] 

I is the identity matriit: of order (n - q) and R is a square nonsingular 

matrix of order q. In the example of figure 2 (15) reads to: 

_s 12 13_ 16 .45 3 .s 12 13 16 45 34 

J' 1 1 1 " 1 1 1 I 
I 
I 

2 -1 -1 1 I 
I 
I 
I 

3 -I ,= -] 1 
I 
I -'136 I 

4 1 1 -1 I 
-<l34 , I <l36 I 

I 
5_' -) -1 

I 
-a"35 I a 3S' 

I 
~--------------;-----~~-

6 -1 -1 
I 

-<l36 I I <l34 +0.35 
I 

,\ 
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Le t P. be the j-th column of matrix P (n - q < j ~ n) and B. the j-th column 
J J 

of B. Then according to (15): 

(17) P. = T- 1 B. 
J J 

Since B. can be written as in (.6.) one observes that P. is in fact some 
J J 

linear combination of the j-th unit vector and the cycle vectors of the 

non-representative arcs of the j-th process. In the example, the last column 

of P can be written as: 

o 

o 

-1 

1 

J 
The basis structure is exploited in a specification of the Primal Simplex 

algoritnm presented in the next chapter. 

4. Simplex algorithm 

This chapter describes the steps of the Simplex algorithm for the ndn cost 

flow problem given by (7) - (9). It is assumed that the rs-tree is stored 
. -1 

in some convenient way. Furthermore matrix R , the inverse of R in (16), 

is known and kept stored explicitly. R is called the working basis. In the 

steps of the Simplex'algorithm matrix Q in (16) or a row of Q will be re-

qui-red. According to formulas (16) and (17) Q can be determined by pure 
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network flow techniques. Therefore, it is not necessary to store Q, the re-

quired information is determined when needed. For expository reasons the 

representation of the .entering column in terms of the basic columns is 

discussed first. 

4.1. Representation of the entering colUmn 

Suppose it is known which process enters the basis. Let its corresponding 

column in the matrix representation be given by d. In order to find the 

representation d of d in terms of the basic columns one must solve: 

(18) B d = d 

or, according to (15) d is given by 

... 
(19) d = 

... 
The calculation of d can be split up in two portions. 

First solve: 

(20) , 

and next 

(21) d = p-l d 

Important is the ques.tion which basic columns have a non-zero coefficient 

in the representation. By means of a labeling procedure, using the rs-

tree, the set of processes having a non-zero coefficient (more precise: 

having a non-zero coefficient in non-degenerate cases) in the representa-

tion can be detected. 
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In determining which basic processes have a non-zero coefficient in the re

presentation, only the aspect "labeled or not labeled" is relevant. The 

labels on the arcs will be used later on in order to restore a represen

tative spanning tree when the leaving process is known (that is, after 

the min ratio test). 

Labeling procedure 

la. If the entering process is a transportation process, given by arc '

(io,jO)' the entering arc (io,jO) induces a single cycle in the re

presentative spanning tree. Trace this cycle and label all arcs in 

this cycle by (io,jO)' Goto 2. 

lb. If the entering process is a refining or blending process, given by 

i O' the arcs of the set PA(iO) induce as many cycles in the repre~en

tative spanning tree as the order of the incoming process. Trace those 

cy~les'-one by ci1;le in the follOwing way:' the arcs in a cycle induced by 

arc(i,j) , (i,j) € PA(iO) are labeled (i,j) if i is the corresponding 

processing node (a refining node) and (..oj,.!) if j is the corresponding 

processing node (a blending node), provided the arc did not yet have 

a label. Start tracing a cycle from the end point of (i,j) which is 

not the processing node under consideration. Then tracing a cycle can 

be stopped as soon as a labeled arc is encountered. 

2. List all refining and blending processes which have a labeled repre-

~ sentative arc and .of.which thenon~r.epresentative cycles are not yet 

traced and labeled. If this list is empty then stop. All labeled pro

cesses (a refining or blending process is considered labeled when its 

representative arc is labeled) have (possibly) a coefficient ~ 0 in 
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the representation. 

3. Otherwise trace these non-representative cycles one by one and label 

the arcs in the same way as under lb. Goto 2. 

The easiest case in this labeling procedure occurs when a transportation 

process enters the basis and no represenFative arcs of refining or blending 

processes are labeled in step la of the procedure. This case corresponds 

to tha, pure network situation. 

Example. Fig. 3 shows the labeled part of a basis graph, assuming that 

arc (4,5), denoting a transportation process, is entering. 

2 

(-8,6) 

Fig.3. Labeled part of a rs-tree. 

How to trace cycles induced in a spanning tree depends.a.o. on the way 

the spanning tree is stored. A possibility is depth-first-search, other 

possibilities are discussed in Ryan and Chen [15]. 

What remains is to prove that: 

Theorem. All non~labeled processes have a zero coefficient in the repre

sentation of the entering process. 

-1.. .. 
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Before discussing the proof a few observations areein order. First vector 

d :-
-1 T d {equation (20l) is determined as in pure networks. It is not 

hard to verify that d has entries unequal to zero only in rows which cor-

respond· to labeled processes in step 1 of the labeling procedure. 

The columns and rows of P can be parti tioned symmetrically into four 

classes: 

I. Columns (rows) concerning labeled transportation. processes 

II. Columns (rows) concerning unlabeled transportation processes 

III. Columns (rows) concerning labeled refining or b'lending processes. 

IV. Columns (rows) concerning unlabeled refining or blending processes. 

After a suitable symmetric permutation d can be found from (see equation 

(21» : 

I II III IV 

I I Q1 Q2 ~l II I Q4 Q3 d2 (22) =, 
III Rt &2 ~3 

d 
3 

IV R4 R3 d4 0 

The theorem can now easily be proved. 

Proof of the theorem. 

The. basic observation wh.ich provides the proof is that Q4 and R4 must be 

zero matrices. For suppose Q4 + O. Then, according to the closing remark 

of the previous chapter, there must be an unlabeled transportation arc 

which is contained in some cycle induced by a non-representative arc of 
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a labeled refining or blending process. However, this is impossible since 

all those cycles are traced and labeled in the labeling procedure. Similar-

ly it is proved that R4 .. O. Since R3 must be a square nonsingular matrix, 

from equation (22)IV- it follows that d4 .. 0 and from (22)11 consequently 

a2 .. o. This completes the proof. 

o 

From this discussion it is clear that R can be written in block triangular 

form: 

(23) 

The inverse of R is given by: 

(24) 

where 

(25) 

-1 
R .. [R~l ' ~ ] 

o R 1 
3 

Vector d3 can be determined from (22)111, which leads to 

¥. R-I"l d f -1 wuere 1 1S eaS1 y extracte rom R • 

Equation (22)1 gives: 

In order to solve this system first~Ql must -be de.te:rndned. Another way to 
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determine d1, which seems advantageous, is the following: 

Let the partit:,ioning of B compatible with (22) be: 

Then a
1 

can be calculated fram: 

Since BI bas. a .tree structure (BI denotes the labeled transportation arcs) 

this system can be solved by pure network flow techniques. 

4.2. Determining the Erocess which leaves the basis 

Using the standard technique of the Revised Simplex algorithm the leaving 

basic variable is determined. In case of an unbounded solution the algorithm 

stops. The flow values can be updated. There is a possibility that the basis 

does not change. This occurs only when the entering variable shifts from 

its lower bound to its upper bound (or the other way around). In this ca~e 

the pricing operation of the next iteration can be performed. 

The elementary matrix E required to update the basis inverse can be calcu-

lated. Let r be the pivot row"l, Referring to the partitioning in (22) note 

that E must have one of the following structures: 

I II III IV 

""ll~-1- . -'., 

I 

r II 
(30) E = 

N I III 

I 
I IV 

r 
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in case a transportation process leaves the basis, and 

I II III IV 

I I 

I II 
(31) E -

III 

I IV 

r 

in case a refining or blending process leaves the basis. 

4. 3 ~ Bas is' change 

The leaving column of B (say it is the r-th column) is replaced by the 

entering column. The main question of this paragraph is: what is the in-

verse of the working basis in the new situation. 

Let B == T P denote..:_the bas.rs:,- before the"-Change; whe-ie.; P is g~ven",in' 

-1 
(22) with Q4 == 0 and R4 ~ O. Denote P by: 

. I II III IV 

I 51 S2 

-1 I 53 
(32) P - .:..1 

Rt RO 
--] 

R3 

where Bij is given by (25) and SI' S2 and S3 by: 

(33) 
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Let at denote the baSis inverse after the change. According to the 

Revised Simplex algoritnm: 

It is desired to write Bas: 

(35) --
B - TP 

where T describes a representative spanning tree, such that column j of T 
. is identical to column j of B whenever column j of B'denotes a transpor-

tation process • Using the labels attached to the arcs of the rs-tree 

by the labeling procedure of paragraph 4.1 a rs-tree can be restored. 

Restoringars~tree 

Case (a): Tne incoming process is a transportation process given by (io,jO) 

Let th.e label attached to the outgoing process be given by 

(i1,jl)' Put k - 1. 

1.Is ~ = iO ? 

Yes, then stop: there is a rs-tree for the new situation • 

. No. Determine the representat:f:ve:l1rc of process I ikl. Let this 

arc have label (~+l ,jk+l)' If ~ > 0 make (ik,jk) the repre

sentativec-ar.:c of (refining) node ~,otherwise make (jk'~~) the 

representative arc of (blending) node ike Put k = k+l. Goto 1. 

Case -(b): The incoming process is a refining or blending process with 

processing node i O• Let the label attached to the outgoing 

process be given by (i 1,jl)' Put k = 1. 
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1. Is I ~ I... iO ? 

Yes, then if ~ > 0 make (~tjk) th.e representative arc of process 

i O' otherwise make (jk ' -ik ) the representative arc of process 

i
O

• Stop: a rs-tree for the new situation has been accomplished. 

No. Same as under case (a}.I.No. 

The labeling procedure in paragraph 4.1 was developed such that the number 

of changes in the old rs-tree would be as small as possible. 

Example. Suppose that in fig. 3 arc (1, 7) leaves the basis. TIle represen

tative arc of process 8 becomes (7,8), that of process 2: (2,3). See fig.4. 

1'i$.4. The restored part of the rs-tree. 

From (34) and (35) it follows that p-l can be evaluated from: 

It is assumed that in matrix T column r is 'replaced bY' the column corre

sponding to the (representativel arc of the ente.ring process. 

Matrix (T-1 T) has a simple structure. Using the same partitioning as for 
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-1 -P in (24) the product T T can be written as: 

I II III IV 

'I I 
I, . 

"I 

--
I II 

(37) 

... ·1 III 

I IV 

where the shaded columns denote cycle vectors. In column region I there is 

one cycle vector in position rif a transportation process leaves the 

basis. There is no cycle vector in region I in case a blending or refining 

process leaves the basis. Column region III has zero or more cycle vectors 

in case a transportation process: leaves the basis and I or more in case a 

. . -] .... 
ref1n1ng or blending process leaves the basis. T T has at least one 

cyCle vector (in !pos!ti0ll r), if there are more then this is caused by 

the changed representative arcs. It is remarked that t~ r-th row of T-I T 

is a unit vector (or the negative of a 'unit vector). This fact follows 

immediately. f'rom the way. labeling and reS"'toring is performed. 'For ease 

... -] -of notatl.on denote (T' T) by: 

(38) -1 -T T == 
I 

I 
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Note that post-multiplying EP-1 by T-1f changes only a few columns of EP-l. 

The changed columns can be obtained by addition and subtraction of columns 

of EP-l s1.'nce T-1T- 1.·s • 'th 1 1 1 O· +1 a matrIX WI. o~ y e ements equa to or - • 

--1 Using (30) - (33) and (38) the expression for P in (36) can be evaluated. 

Four cases are distinguished: 

1. A blending or refining process· enters the basis, a ~lending or refining 

process leaves the basis. 

2. A transportation process enters the basis, a blending or refining pro-

cess leaves the basis. 

3. A transportation process enters the basis, a transportation process 

leaves the basis. 

4. A blending or refining process enters the basis, a transportation pro-

cess leaves the basis. 

Cases 1 and 2. In these cases a refining or blel),ding process' leaves the"' 

basis. Expression (36) comes to: 

I E1 I I 51 52 I T2 
" 

(39) --1 
P -

. . 
I 

" . 

'E
2 

l' 53 
.. -.] 

RO R] 

.1 

T4 
, 

I . . , . ' 

-] 
R . . .. ,·3 

, 1 

I 

where the first matrix after the equality sign denotes matrix E as given 

by (31). 
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So: 

I 

I 

(40) --1 p .. 

I ] h k • b •. R-1 b • n case t e new wor l.ng aS1S 1nverse can e wr1tten.as 

--1 
RO 

-1 
R1 

(41) R .. 
--1 
R3 

with 

--1 R] ... 
-1 

. E2 R] T4 

(42) RO .. E2 RO 

';;"'1 
R3 .. 

-1 
R3 

In case 2 the dimension of the new working basis can be reduced by one. 

This is so because the r-th col~o~ p-l is the r-th unit vector 

(cf. (15) t (16». By dropping the r-(il- q) th column and row of iil in (41) 

the new working basis for this case has been obtained. 
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Cases 3artd 4. In,these cases a transportation process leaves the basis. 

Expression (36) comes to: 

E] I S1 S2 T1 T2 

(43) p] = 
I I 53 I 

E2 I -1 R
t RO T3 T4 

--
I -- -I 

R3 .. I 

where the first matrix after the equality sign denotes matrix E in (30). 

This leads to 

I II III IV 

(44) I EITl +E lS]T3 E1 T2 +E}S1 T4 E152 

--1 II 'I 53 
p = 

III -1 -] 
E2S2+RO E2T1+(E2S1+Rl' )T3 E2T2+(E25l+R1 )T4 

IV -1 
R3 

In case 3. the r-th column of pI is again the r. .... th unit vector. The new 

working basis for this situation becomes 

(45) 



with 

(46) 

-1 
R -1 
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In case 4 the dimension of the working basis increases by one. TIl.e new wor-

king basis is given by: 

(47) I: I~ll 
Where a l is given in (45) and (46) and Xis the element in the r-th column 

and ~th row of p-l. 

Y is the part in·colu.mil regions IIr'and IV of the 1:-th row of rl. 

Z is the part in raw regions III and IV of the r-th column of p-l 

From the expressions in (44) X, Y and Z can be calculated, taking advantage 

of the facts that: 

- Tl'T2 ,T3 and T4 c~ntain only elements ± 1,0 • 

- T2 is possi:blY',.azei:o~1ll8:t:ri'x.ndT4. a .-un:i:t 1!latrx 

- The r-th rm~ of CT]T2I is a unit vector (or die negative of a unit vector). 

The required information concerning matrix S is obtained from (33) after 

the relevant part of Q is. determiUE;10 with pure 'network flow techniques. 

The above discussion makes elear that it suffices to maintain a working 

basis of 'the size equal to the number of basic refining and blending pro-

cesses. Furthermore, after each basis change the working basis has a block-

triangular form as in (45). (Note that in case 4 the part of vector Z in 
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row region IV is zero.) 

Another point, which will be exploited in determining the dual variables 

is that both 53 and R3 1(see (40) and (44» do not change. 

4.4. Findina the Simplex multipliers 

After the basis change the Simplex multipliers can be dete1:'ll1ined from: 

(48) --itB = -e • 
B 

Call 

(49) --'itT == 9 

and first determine 0 from 

(50) - --1 
9 == cB P • 

Using the partitioning which results in die previous chapter: 

(51) ! 81 
S' 

2 

I 53 

~-1 -R1 Jr 0 
-1 

R3 
.".. 

This implies 

91 == at 

- -9 2 == c2 

93 == CIS1 
- -1 

+ c3R] 
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and 

(52) 

Matrix S can be determined using (33) for the new situation. where Q is 

determined by graph theoretic means. 

When e is known fffcan be determined according to (49), using pure network 

techniques. 

An alternative for determining 84 is the follow~ng. Suppose that before 

the basis change the dual variables were given by ~, the basis by B, the 

basic cost vect~r by CR. So 

and similar to (49) and (50) 

(53) 'ftT = e , 

(54) 

Equation (54) together with (32) shoWS. that 94 Defore the basis change 

satisfies: 

(55) 

Consider the two cases: 

a) A refining or blending process bas left the basis. Then c1= c1' c2 - c2' 

c3 differs in one element from c3, c4 = 04. Further (see equation (40»: 
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Sub-traction of (55) from (52) gives: 

(56) 
= Scalar * Cf.! - (n -q» th row of Bu 

b) A transportation process has left the basis. Here e1 differs in one 

- -S2 - &IS2 and Bu == E2S2 + Bu' Subtracting (55) fram (52) gives: 

(57) 

== Scalar * r ... th row of S2 • 

The alternative for determining e4 becomes: given i determine e from (53) 

(or store e in ,every iteration), then e4 is obtained fram (55) or (57). 

4.5. Pricing 

The reduced costs can be found using the formulas 

(the notation with bars above a symbol is dropped): 

(58) * (i,j) € TP c .• == c •• ... if • + ii. 
1J 

, 
1J l. J 

, 

(59) c~ = c. - 11'. + ~ C£ij 1f. t € Rl' 1 1 1. J J 

(60) * ,ct i c. = c. + 1f. C£ •. 1f. € Bl;' 
1. 1 1 j J1 J 

Using the standard rules of the Simplex algorithm it is determined Whether 

the current solution is optimal. If not, a non;basic process is selected 

to enter the basis. 
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4.6. Starting basis 

An easy way of finding an initial basic feasible solution for pure net

works is described in Bazaraa & Jarvis [2, p.419,4201. This starting 

procedure can also be applied to problem (7) - (9). The starting basis 

is then simply a rooted spanning tree with transportation arcs only, 

matrix P in (15) is the identity-matrix and the working basis has size 

zero. 

5. Conclusion and remarks 

This paper discusses the theoretical background of a specification of the 

Primal Si~lex algorithm for the min cost flow problem in a processing net

work. The basis structure is exploited. Implementation questions, like how 

to store the rs-tree, how to trace cycles, how to find a good starting 

basis etc., are not considered. 

Preliminary investigations show that processing network problems in which 

gains (.; 1) are allowed on the arcs ( s04:alled generalized processing 

networks) can be solved in a similar way as discussed here: 

Finally it is remarked that the dynamic facf-orization approach of Graves 

& Mc.Bride [71 and Me.Bride C141 is an alternative approach for solving 

the problem at hand. 
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